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1.       Ti»f.r of technology on a cc«m.rcial baai. «^ U br0Ufht ftbout 

•ithar by licen.ing contracts or by .ales contracts.      At the out.at, 

it would .«em that there i. a gra.t difference between the.e two legal 

procedure:    in the case of a sales contract the technology becomes 

the property of the buyer and the buyer can use it as hie discretion 

a. it serves a useful purpose in his production;    while the licensing 

contract is merely a temporary authorization given by the licensor to 

the licensee to use the licensed technology under the terms set out 

in the contract.      In fact, the «al« may be concluded subject to 

obtain conditions similar to limitations normally set out in licensing 

oontract..      Licensing contracts,  on the other hand, may provide for 

» fratuitous licence after the expiration of the licensing contract 

which put. the licensee for all uaeful purposes in a situation not very 

différant    from that of a buyer of a technological process.      The two 

ltfal form, of commercial transfer of technology could therefore be 

00B.id.red a. a mere technicality,  the actual problems of commercial 

tran.fr of technology being essentially determined by the technical, 

•oonolo and financial content of the contractual relation, of the partie, 

rathar than by the legal classification of the contract ita.lf. 

2.        Th. .trangth ef the bargaining po.ition of the potential licenaor 

ha. daoi.iv.ly influenced the content of the contractual relation, bat ..n 

iicanaor and licensee in the formation of modern practice, in trade of 

production licences.      The presant contract practice, related to commercial 

tranaf.r of technology are characterized by a narrow ¿.finition of th. 

liabilities of the licen.or and by a strict limitation of rights granted 

to the licensee.      In the relations between enterprises of industrialized 

countries this situation does not seriously affect the development of 

commercial transfer of technology since the flow of technology nomali, 

SO*, in two directions,  so that an enterprise which happen, to be a 

licen.ee in one particular commercial operation may play the rol. of a 
licenaor in other.. 
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Thie sort of automatic correction doe» not exist in relations between 

enterprising developed and developing countries and it therefore appears 

necessary to adjust   the present contract practiceß  in trade of licences 

to meet the special  conditions of developing countries with a view to 

oreating for the benafit of enterprises  in these countries a stronger 

oontractual protection of   ¿heir economic interests which they are generally 

not at present in a position to achieve in the  process of negotiation«. 

Such an adjustment of present contract practices is also 01' utmost impor- 

tance since the transfer of technology is certainly one of the  essential 

elements  of a rational  industrialization of developing countries.      The 

various problems related to the drawing up of licensing contracts for 

commercial  transfer of technology he/e therefore to be reviewed from the 

point of vAew of adeqvate protection of legitimate  interests of developing 

countries.      In this  review the technicaj, economic and commercial aspeóte of 

the problem will of course be decisive.      The  possible legal solutions 

that could be recomnenied to enterprises and to the Governments of developing 

countries will have to  be formulated on the basis of findings which may 

result from the technical and economic analyses of present relations Letween 

developed and developing countries in the field of commercial transfer of 

technology. 

*'     •':••.   :r.Y •.••!•.". 
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I.     CIBICI   OP   CTCBIKps 

3.        «w cholo« of techniquo. to be purchased by enterprise, of developing 
countries i. » pP0blen which the partiea have to Bolve ^fcw ,nUplllf 

•a agreement on commercial  transfer of technology.      In thiB respect, 

indu.trial enterprises of developing countries often complain that the 

pre.ent trend in commercial practices applied to transfer of technology 

doe. not give them an actual access to modem industrial techniques. 

Developing countries are anxious to prevent  enterprises of developed 

countries from selling at a high price to developing countries, outdated 

techniques for which developed countries have themselves no further use in 

their own production.     To protect their interests, developing countries 

•ometimes try to insert into licensing contracts a clause according to 

*hich the licensor guarantees that the industrial processes he sell, correa- 

Pond to the most modern techniques known in the field of the industry       ' 
concerned. 

4.        The practical efficiency of such a clau.. i. rather doubtful as the 

*!*•• «the most modern technique.« i. difficult to define clearly and «ay 

often lead to disputes as to it. actual meaning.      The latest  technique, 

•re uaually sold at a high price since th.y may not yet have been a»orti,ed 

by the licensor.      Also, they may not have been industrially and commercially 

proved,  in which ca.e the licensor „ay be even less inclined to guarantee 

their practical results and possibilities of utilization.      Finally,  the 

que.tion has been raised as to whether certain highly sophisticated and 

modern techniques offer the  best means for industrial development in 

developing countries.      It has been suggested that  the best solution to 

the problem of the choice of techniques  to be acquired by an enterprise of 

a developing country would be for the enterprise to  initially choose a 

well-proven classical  industrial  process and to stipulate in the clause of 

it. licensing contract related to improvements that  the licensee should be 

given the benefit of all later improvements and innovations nade by the 

licensor to the originally transferred techniques. 
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5-        Another problem of choice of techniques may arise with regard to 

patented and unpatented industrial processes.      A still widely held opinion 

il that patented  techniques should be ascribed a higher value and 

accordingly a higher price than unpatented techniques.      Many licensing 

oontracts contain an annex listing the patents  involved in the operation, 

some  of which have re  direct  bearing on the licensed techniques.       The 

lioenaee would therefore be well advised to carefully   scrutinize such 

lists of patents   and to request that patents not directly involved be 

deleted from the   list.       This would give  the licensee  an opportunity to 

request a lower price.       It is true that  a patent constitutes a higher 

protection against actions in infringement but  similar protection may be 

obtained by the licensee through a contractual  clause whereby the licensor 

states that, to the best of his knowledge,  the  techniques which he has 

transferred to the licensee cannot  be legally disputed by a third party and 

commits himself to assist the licensee on any action in infringement brought up 

by a third party  against the licensee.      The modern trend in patent regis- 

tration is not to  publicize the technical  details which are  essential  for 

industrial utilization of patented techniques.       Hence the mere acquisition 

of a patent without the relevant industrial know-how may prove to be of no 

practical value to the  licensee.      In concluding their licensing contracts 

the enterprises of developing countries should insist  on receiving not only 

a patent right but also the corresponding know-how and all  other relevant 

teohnical information necessary to industrial implementation of the trans- 
ferrod technology. 

6.       Even before starting to negotiate actual  conditions of a licensing 

oontract, the potential licensee will have to decide the most appropriate 

teohniques to be acquired.      This is often a difficult problem for a 

potential licensee and,  for this purpose,  ho eheuld have recourse tó an 

engineering bureau specializing in the particular field of interest, provided 

one is available that has neither financial nor technical links to the 

potential licensor.      However    it should be borne in mind that usjoful as 

it may be,  the intervention of an angineerihg bureau will involve an 

additional cost to the licensee. 
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&rterpri..3 of developing countries »ay find it advisable to request the 

at.i.tance of an independent expert, provided by the United Nations or 

* other international organizations, to help make the beat possible and 

the most advantageous  choice of technique,, to be acquired.      win, could 

play a particularly important role in this respect. 

7.        In addition to making a preliminary decision,  possibly in con- 

sultation with an outside expert,  on the techniques  to be acquired, the 

potential licensee „ill also need to determine whether the transfer of 

technology should be given the form of a separate contract or whether it 

•hould be incorporated into a complex agreement on industrial co-operation. 

In relations between enterprises of developed countries, separate licensing 

agreements  are frequent, the licensee, starting from techniques he has 

acquired, undertakes to secure independently his own production and marketing 

•trategy for his own products.    An enterprise of a developing country may 

need for the same purposes not only the benefit of technical knowledge but 

also assistance in Production, in management and in marketing.      At first 

•igfat, it would seen, that the incorporation of a licensing contract in a 

broader agreement on industrial co-operation would better serve the interest, 

of enterprises of developing countries.       Such an incorporation may, however, 

increase the global cost of the operation and put some restraints on the 

independence of the licensee.      The situation has therefore to be reviewed 

from all possible points of view and the advantages and disadvantages of 

each solution have to be carefully studied so that the enterprise, con- 

cerned may be aware of all factors that go into influencing their decision.. 

II. »CORPORATINQ LICQJSDJQ CONTRACTS DITO COMPLEX 

ARRANQEMMTS ON IUDTTSTRTAT. CO-OPERATION 

8.        Licensing contracts dealing with transfer of technology often contain 

provi.ions concerning such related subjects as technical assistance «ranted 

to the licensee by the personnel of the licensor's firm, training of 

licencee's personnel in licensor's plants, use by the licensee of licensor', 
trademarks and the like. 
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Al long M the transfer of technology remains the central point of the 

contractual relations of the parties, the question as to the preference 

to be given to a single contract covering all the aspects of those relations 

or to a series of separate and specialized contract» is a purely formal 

one and has no impürcanoe Aois a substantive point of view.      However, 

tho situation appears to "h •  entirely different   in case, where the  transfer 

of technology íB  only one of the various  elements of a large-scale operation 

designated to create or tc develop an important industrial  undertaking in 

a developing country.       In such cases tho  Government  of a developing 

country or the enterprise of thin  country will  have  to decido whether to 

obtain the  necessary technology themselves under a separate licensing 

agreement and later take the load in the  construction and the operation of 

their plants, or whether to entrust  the  supplier of technology with the 

role of general  contracter which means he will  be responsible for supplies 

and services required for the construction and possibly for the operation 

of an industrial  plant. 

9«        The decision to engage a general contractor has advantages  for an 

enterprise of a developing country  since the contractor will have to assume 

responsibility for tho  choice of technology and appropriate equipment. 

Moreover,  he will be responsible for the  results of the industrial projoct 

implemented by him without the client being obliged to establish proof of 

the contractor's negligence.       However,  the contractor should not be held 

liable if evidence proves that the  client is to blame for unsatisfactory 

results e.g.  the  client's use of inferior or inappropriato  raw materials, 

or some other default  in the  actual  plant operation.       Bat   even in suoh 

oases the  contractor may have to assume part of the liability if,  for 

example, the contractual arrangements between the parties were extended to 

technical assistance to,or management contracts for plant operations. 

10.      The transfer of liabilities from client to general contractor would 

for two reasons involve for an enterprise of a developing country a sub- 

stantial increase in the global cost of the operation.      On the one hand, 

the genoral  contractor will bo the master of the prices. 
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Iter .««pie, in buyin* from a third party the necessary equipment which he 

do«, not himself manufacture, the contractor may be tempted to include hi. 

uw*a margin of profit on each item he will charge in his global  price to 

hi«  client.      It  is possible  that  there will  be a considerable price 

difference between the global nri ces charged by the  contractor and those 

which the enterprise weuld obtain  through individual purchases of the 8ame 

«•chinery and equipment.      However, in reviewing these differences the 

contractor's liability should be borne in mind and he should be  allowed a 

wasonabla surplus charge for his margin of security. 

11.       The justification for a margin of security can hardly be disputed. 

E*m if the licensee takes on the responsibility for the construction and 

the operation of his plant,  he must include an appropriate margin of 

••curi* for all  unforeseen events  in the calculation of his own  cost price. 

In th« case of a  "turn-key" contract for construction of a factory and 

particularly in cases where a "turn-key"  contract is  completed by management 

•  «nd marketing contracts, the  client is entitled to claim that the security 

•«Un of the general  contractor be kept within  reasonable  limits.      A client 

•hould also have  the possibility of controlling tho global  price  presented 

to hi« by a general contractor in order to be able to judge for himself 

that  the contractor's prices  do not unreasonably exceed those on the market. 

In practice, an enterprise of a developing country would be well  advised to 

invite a proposed general contractor to submit  it with a break-down of 

prices for each item included in the general proposal.      In this way the 

enterprise will be in a portion to compare the global price proposed by the 

amarai contractor with .rices *• „h the enterprise culd obtain in including 

«parate contracts for -rarioue supplies and services necessary for the con- 

traction and the operation of it« plant.      Only on this comparative basis 

Hill the enterprise of a developing country be able to decide whether it is 

preferable to conclude a soparate licensing agreement for transfer of 

technology or to incorporate it in a more comprehensive contract dealing with 

..vera! other elements which contribute to the creation and development of 
an industrial venture. 
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III. DÜRATI0H QF LICBKSDíg AQBEBggTS 

12.  The licensing agreements for transfer of toohnology are normally 

concluded for a period of time corresponding to the prospective life of the 

contracted technology.  The contractual duration of licensing agreements 

varies at present from five to ten years.  Since the practical value of a 

given technique may be longer than the original period of tin» provided in tho 

contract and especially since this practical value may be ext3nded beyond the 

time-limit originally set out in the contract owing to inventions and 

improvements brought about during the existence of the oontract, it is 

normally stipulated in licensing contracts that they will be tacitly renewed 

unless one of the parties terminates it at a certain time, say, BíX months 

before its expiration as fixed in the contract.  Although often used, this 

renewal clause may not in all circumstances be the best solution to the problem 

of duration of licensing agreements.  If at the time of the expiration of 

the oontract the licensed technique still has practical value, this value 

may have been progressively diminished so that the continuation of the 

agreement under the same conditions as in the original contract may become 

too burdensome for the licensee»  Consideration should therefore be given 

to the idea of negotiation, before the expiration date of the original 

oontract, for a now agreement which would take into account the actual value 

Of the licensed technique at the moment of the conclusion of the new agreement. 

Another way of adjusting a licensing contract to a possible change in the 

practical value of the licensed tochniques would be to adopt in the original 

oontract a dégressive scale of remuneration for the licence.  In this 

oate, it would bo possible to combine the remuneration clause with the 

procedure of tacit renewal of the contract. 

13. The  incorporation of a licensing agreement into an over-all oontract 

for construction and operation of an industrial project in a dovelopinf 

country would not necessarily alter the solution to bo adopted for the 

problem of the duration of the licensing contract.  Certain part« of the 

over-all contract will, of courso, be terminated before the normal expiration 

of the licensing agreement. 
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u î. ^rfor* neoM'",^5, to s,ate °ieariy in the °ontrMt «»» a. ti«. 
1.1«. .Upulated separately for the different parts of the contract ar. 

indent of each other and that, recess of the termination of other 

P«t. Of the over-au contract,  the provisione relating to the transfer of 
...hnology will regain in force unti, the end of their fixed t.•. 

14.        According to general principles of la„,  after the expiration of ,„. 

r^nal or the renewed period of duration as fixed in the license contract 

he licensee is not allowed to utilise the technology „:,ich has been trJ.      ' 

frrsd to hi. by virtue of the contract.      This prohibition may even he 

«tended to technics derived bv the licensee himseif from the licensed 
technology.      Licensors have included euch prohibitive clauses in many 

li«««, contracts,      sometimes they even revest that, after the expiration 

of the contract, the license, return ,c the» all  the documentation including 
»dels, drawings and designs which „ere supplied to the licensee within 

th.fraa.wor* of the original  contract.      „owever, the strict application 
of 1.91 principle, involved would be harmful  to the interests of the 

He«...;    to undertake an industrial project baaed on the technology 

obtained fr«n the licensor,  the licensee waa obliged to make important 

inv..t».nt. and to secure a market for his producte.      Thus it would be 

unrealistic to a* hi» after date cf expiration to stop production or ,. 

r.oonv.rt hi. business particularly when he may not have »mortized hi. 

expen... or nave drawn sufficient profit from his investment.      It would 

.... .quitable to allow the Hoen.ee to continue to exploit the Hoen..d 

fohnology even after the contract : a. expired.      Pro» the leg« point of 

vi.«, .uch a re.ult could be achieved by stating In the contract that on the 

«pir.tion of the time-limit originally fixed in the contract the lien... 

will be granted a gratuitous licence for the technology, with no set ti— 

limit attached.      If the licen.or „ere not inclined to accept .uch a Uberi 

.olution, a compromise may consi.t in reserving contractually to the lien... 

th. exclusive right to renew the contract at his own discretion but of cour.. 

at a wduced price.      I„ order to „void subséquent discussions among the 

P«ti.. as to the reduction of the contractual price i„ case of a unil.te»! 

renewal of the contract by the licensee, it would be advisable to fix In 

the original contract the rate of the reduction in the situation envi.a«! 
here. ^ 
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15»        In addition to the normal termination of a contract by the expiry of 

the period of time fixed for its duration, a licensing contract may also 

be terminated during ita duration period by agreement between both parties 

or by the decision of one of the  parties if such an unilateral cancellation 

of the contract is supported by general  law or by an expressed provision 

within the  contract.      In general,  it may be stated that,   as  in all mutually 

obligatory contracts,  a party to a licensing contract is  entitled to cancel 

the contract  if ho can prove that  the  other party has not  honoured hie 

contractual  obligations.       This  principle is firmly established and cannot 

be disputed in law.      'lowcver,  it  is much too general to be  applied in concrete 

cases without giving rise to uncertainties and litigations  between the parties. 

In numerous licensing contracts,  the parties therefore carefully enumerate 

the conditions under which the licensor or the licensee may cancel the contract 

because of actions or omissions,   or because of the general   attitude of the 

other party.      This way of proceeding is certainly commendable.      The usual 

practice  in this respect is strongly influenced by the interests of licensors. 

It would seem useful to review the matter from the point  of view of the 

interests of the licensee particularly to those from developing countries. 

-   Justification for cancellation 

16.        The following cases may be considered as justifying cancellation of a 

licensing contract by the licensor: 

(a)    r-ilay or default in payment by the licensee.       The principle 

of cancellation of the contract by the licensor if the ^J.censée does not 

make his payments at  a due date is hardly gueationablc.       However, it is 

customary to fix in the contract a time-limit after the due date during 

which the  licensee will be given trie opportunity to meet his payment 

obligation.      The right of the licensor to cancel the contract should than 

be exercised only after the expiry of the new time-limit.       Tie cancellation 

of the contraot will not relieve the licensee from payment of sums due at the 

date of cancellation and of interests accumulated on these sums at a rate 

which may be fixed direct in the contract or by reference to the legal 

discount rate in the country of the licensor or of the licensee.      Preference 

•ay be given in this respect to the official discount rato of the country of 

the licensor which is the normal  centre of licensor's financial activities, 

including prima facie utilization of sums earned abroad. 
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But without the authorization toy the licensor either given in advance or in 

a concrete caso, the licensee should neither transfer the contract nor sub- 

oontract.      Such action could be considered as a breach of contract on the 

part  of the licensee and could give the licensor the right to cancel the 

oontract, the licensee remaining responsible to third parties for the non- 

fulfilment of obligations resulting from the trrjisfer of licences or fro« the 

subcontract.      The cancellation of the licensing contract by the licensor 

would not seam to give rise in this case,  as in the situation treated 

above under (a) and for the same reasons, to any damages to be paid by the 

lioenseo to the licensor.      This solution should also be expressly reoordsd 
in the oontract. 

(o)     Cessation of activities and changes in the structure of 
licensee's enterprise. 

It would seem natural to apply the same solution (possibility 

for the licensor to cancel the licensing contract, but without the right to 

indesmification for damages) in cases involving the transfer of licensee's 

enterprise as a whole to a third party such as bankruptcy, sale of business, 

assignaant of assets to another enterprise and the like.      Although the 

licensor may agree to listing as p.^rt of transferable assets the licensing 

oontract for the remaining time period of duration and under the same 

conditions, he does have the right to cancel the oontract at the time of the 

transfer.      Most of the licensing contracts contain a further clause which 

states that the right to cancel the contract is granted to the licensor 

in cases where changes in the structure of licensee's enterprise has taken 

place.       For example, the licensee or the partners of the licensed enterprise 

have transferred their participation to other persons, or a privato enterprise 

has become nationalized.      This solution is also justified by the personal 

character of tho licensing contract but to be applicable must be expressly 

stipulated in the contract.      Sono licensors require evon more stringent 

clauses and try to obtain under the terms of the oontract the authority to 

oancol  the licence in cases of notable diminution of licensee's credit 

worthiness even before the licensee's financial difficulties have become 

apparent through actual delay in payments or by opening of judioial "winding- 

up" procedures.     However, it is believed that a clause to this effect would 
give the licensor too much power of < \   ; etioa. 
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Owing to the vagueness of the conditio• under which such a M« 
+ „ v -ij wiiicn such a clause IB suDDoaed 
to be applicable,  its application would certainly rive rise to 
Ií+íM-H« T y S1^ rl8e to numerous 
legations.       In . well-balanced licensing contract,  taking eoua!ly int„ 
accoun   IM«. interests bo«h of the Uccnsor3 mi ^ ¿J^ 

credit-worthiness» clause should therefore be carefully avoided. 

(d)     »-«""l-* "f M. ^cific options by the n e,.,... 

In addition to his essential obligation to pay the contractual 

Prt«, the licensee takes upon himself several other specific obligation. 

auch a. obligation to secre-v or obligation  to respect  the territorial 

limitations put on the use of the licensed technology.       Under certain 

licensing contract  the licensee undertakes   to exploit  industriali, and 

commercially the technology he obtained fro» the Hcensor.      The actual 

«cope of the licensee's specific obligations as „ell as  the financial 

coherences of their no„-fulfil„e„t are discussed below under the relevant 

sections  (see IV, v,   «,  ,„I below).    1;     m  sum,,  to „„ti• ,, t  t„ .il such 

ca.es of non-fuminent by the licensee,   the Hcensor maintains,  beside, hi. 
right t0 olaim oompensation for d^ provedi  the HgM  io ^  ^ ^ 

if after having received fro«, the licensor a notice to this effect the licensee 

does not  fulfi! his obligations under t , contract in a reasonable tine. 

(.)    Unlike the situation explained above in paragraph M for the case of 

norial expiry of licensing contract,  a licensing contract that is validly 

terminated by the licensor in conformity with legal principle, or contractual 

provi.ion. .et out in sub-paragraph,  (a) to (d) of the present paraph 

allow, the licen.or to request the licensee to return forthwith all documentation, 

»formation, drawings, de.igns and Model, supplied to him under the contract. 

Uso, the licensee muet reftnln from making any future use of the technology 

»hich ws. th. .ubject matter of the Hoen.ing contract a. „ell ». of the 
technology derived from it. 

17.       The personal charact.r of licensing contract, which result, in v.iy 

stringsnt r.<,uir,».»t. maintaining th. original idwtity of th. lio.M... 

Play, a 1... d.cisiv. rol. in so far a. th. p.rsonality of the licnsor i. 
concerned. 
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Having received initially the necessary technical documents and information 

from the licensor, the licensee hae no valid reasons for nor actual  interest 

in requiring that   the  identity or structures of the  licensor remain unchanged 

during the ontire life  of the licensing contract,       The necessity and the 

possibility of cancelling a licensing contract  could only arise  for the 

licensee  if he  cannot  obtain from  th.;  licensor that   the latter fulfils 

correctly his obligations undc;r the  contract  and if licensor's  default  is 

going on for such a period of time  that   the continuation of the  oontract 

becomes of no practical value xo the  licensee.       In  such a case the licensee 

is prima facie  entitled to appropriât ,  compensation  for damages  incurred and, 

if he deems advisable,   he also may  cancel  the  contract.       The problem of the 

right of the licensee   to cancel  the  contract  before  its normal  expiry has thus 

to be examined  in respect of the various  obligations  of the licensor under the 

contract  i.e.   the supply of technical   data and of improvements   to the original 

technology,  performance guarantees,  if any,  and technical  assistance  (see 

sections  IV,   V,   VI  .jid Vili belo--;. 

IV.    TERRITORIAL VALIDITY 

18.        A production licence is in must  cases limited to the country where 

the  licensee's plant  is located.       Sometimes the production licence is granted 

only for a definite plant of the  licensee and cannot  be used in other licensee's 

plants without  special  authorisation by the licensor.      An expressed extension 

of the territorial validity of the  production licence should be  sought  by the 

licensee if he  intends  to distribute   the production  based on the  licensed 

technology among his various planes   situated in his  country or in other 

countries,   as the case may be.       It  has   already been noted that  the saae applies 

to industrial  subcontracting.      The licensee should also bear in mind that 

he  cannot  enter into  an industrial   co-operation agreement with a third party 

on production covered by the licensed technology without  the consent  of the 

licensor.       It  should therefore be  recommended to the licensee that should he 

have previously concluded an industrial  co-operation agreement with a third 

party he should record this fact  in the  licensing contract and obtain the 

extension of the licensing contract  to his industrial co-operation agreement or 

agreements.      He may also endeavour to  insert  into his licensing contract an 

advance authorization concerning any industrial co-operation agreemeift with 

third parties that he may conclude  at  a later stage. 
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utilisation of the Housed technology. M 

19-      In licensing contracts, a production license i. usually i.suad i» 
connexion with a sales license whoivns a 

Uy i88Md ln 

Since thi. study 1. concern., » 7    T "* eXiS* 1"d«"«*«M*- 
transfer of tT*   , r   y "lth *"" »"M— -1— * -orciai 
ITI r   :Clm0l0e''  B di8CU8Si°» °f «*«to sales  licences is „ot rele- nt and is thus not lnclud^.      ^ a l4 contract r 
production and a «,. n^eo,  thu teItltoplal 

-tj. c ontrac, may be  ^ _ or u ^ ^     ^ ^ - • £* 

:   ;"-7-*-* —---*„t.most*Ji, 
Í1     7th^ ~ion in °~ c°mt- - * — - «» xicensee m that country sal^s  ii^nn,o  P 

•    •   • Hincos for as mmyr developing n.;iriibourin* 
untres Mit „ould appear Justify hy the productive, or capaL^ 

tho licensee's plant faciliti,« **••-,, y 

be tafcen in each caso ^1^ T, T" "" ^ ^ ""' ^ *° axicr ^ caruiul  considération of the l.^i  ««H *«,.*    -, 

oonferring an exclusive licence    th> n 
licence to oth '°'°r °*ret'B "0t t0 «"»* a «i-ll« 
licence to others operating in the territory reserved to the licensee       On 

the ot er hand,  the licensee agrees „ot to contract with other „„ * 

Pro uct10n and sales Hconces for costing products.      However, t " 
» .    uaUon. where hoth parties may flnd it .^^ J 

«.„ ,< «"tribute competing products if,  for example 

«£?Zm tpTton'6UPPlMtudM " - * * -~ -» «tad product, by the licensor,  is not sufficient  te cover tìl the 

^areaents of the ,arkets reserved to the licensee.      The mrc Mtio„ in 

the contract of the exclusive „atur. of the Hoenee grar.t.d „ould therefore 

z; r*n:rification M
 

to om~ — - - »— *» **. 
I!'«tfi d      COrrUSPOndÌng 0Mt^~  "' t"- Hceneee should,   however. 
^    pecified » such a uay that no oonfusion ^ ^ 

ZZ  Î ""in 8°f" M llcu~-°"f— •' -*- *• ——. from the exclusivo nature of the li cene 
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21.      As regarda deva loping countries it would seen advisable to grant 

exclusive production licenóos to enterprises from these oountries in order 

to strengthen the productiveness of their growing industries.      It may also 

be oonsiderod preferable to adopt the exclusive licence form for the sales 

licences granted in the country of production.      As regards sales liocnoes 

granted ouxside tho country of production, the choice may be betwoen 

exclusive sales licences for a restricted number of outside oountries and 

non-exclusive sales licences for a large number of countries, perhaps on 

the regional or on a world-wide basis.      A possible solution that has 

reoontly been adopted in some licensing contracts is to grant an exclusive 

production and sales licence for the oountry of the licensee, combined with 

a non-exclusive sales licence for the region - and sometimes for the area 

outside the region - where production takes place.      Naturally, this solution 

oan only be applied in countries in which the licensor has not already 

granted to another licensee an exclusive sales licence.      Furthermore, the 

non-exclusive sales licence should contain a proviso according to which the 

liconoe will automatically be terminated in the region or area of conoern 

when the licensor later grants an exclusive sales licence to another lioonsee 

in the territory.      This solution may fit well into the framework of con- 

tractual licensing relations between enterprises of developed and those of 

developing countries provided that the contract include a proviso used in 

all cases of snlos licensing contracts which states that the sales operation 

initiated prior to the to ma nati on of the non-exclusive licenoe may be 

ooapleted by the former licenseo, if necessary after the termination of his 

licenoe.      Other formulas for cone? ¿ding licensing afeements between a 

lioensor from a developed and a licensee from a developing country could 

also be formulated.      It may in particular prove to be rational - always 

fro» the same point of view of productiveness and profitability - to oonoede 

to an enterprise of a developing country on exclusive production lioenoo in 

this oountry, oompleted by a series of exclusive sales licences covering a 

wide geographical area around tho oountry of production,  it being understood 

and expressly stipulated in the licensing contract that if, to foster the 

development of sales in various countries of the geographical area attributed 

to him, tho licensee deems it advisable to grant in some of these oountries 

•ublioences to looal enterprises, he should be allowed to do so after having 

M rely oonsultod with tho licensor. 
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22.      In introducing the idea of « exolu.ivo lioonco inU 

ziri" th°r*°°8houid wa ~ ^^ *• «• i-i-^ which may oxast in the oountrles „^ in ^^ of Mt 

business practices.      „ is true that tho industrialization 

.any developing countries may induce the Governments of thosc 00untrta8 u 

pudore ornáis on ostabUshing M wi stronfine existing industrie. 

tho, on protects free competition.      „owover,  the creation „f regona! 

common markets couid operate in the opposite sense in prohibiting ^„^ 

mt:r r;::iT:;:r :f r irt~ -" —-r— „        Precedent of the Qrundig caso decided upon by the Court of the 

tropea* Economic Community may indicate the Hmits tb,t shonld he. imposed 

n exclave licensing contracts in order to * into account the possibility 

f .« ar evolution of other regnai markets.      To this effect th    exclusa 

ht ilTo0; Sh0Uld * 00nStro<id =° « * ~ *> ** «»I-i« acensoe he rigb s of prospectif,, publici,y ^ „^ ^ ^ ^^ 

he .a. the exclusa sales licence without excluding the possibility of 

parcel imports",  i.e. direct purchases by a buyer outside the licensed 

country, from the licensor himself or from another of his licensees. 
ncwever, m long „ a „^ or o ^ rf ^^ ^ lûgl,latioi, 

ynst exclusive licences having an absoiuto effect, nothing would print 

he parties to a licensing agreement from prohibiting any sale by the 

licensor or by »other of his licensees on a market for which a sale, licence 
has been granted to an exclusive licensee. 

23.      In view of the particular importance of the role which the definition 

of the territorial validity of the licensing contract p!ay. in the relation, 

between the licenser «d tho licensee, the respect of territorial limit, .et 

forth in the contract should be assured as strictly as possible.      It i. 

evident that if the licenser or some of his other licensees invade, the 

territory attributed to an exclusive licensee,  they diminish through thoir 

action the possible profits of the exdusive licensee a», therefore owe 

tarn compensation.       It is   Use clear that if a licence, „„other exclusive 

or not, acts beyond the territorial limits of his contract, he obtain, a 

profit without rewarding the licensor ,*d if he exercises his activitio. in 

a territory attributed to another exclu.ivo licensee,  he is encroaching on 
•the profits of tho latter. 
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Xa OMoi of repeated violation by one of the partió« of territorial limits 

•at forth in tho contract, the other party may have reason to consider auoh SA 

action on tho part of his partner as a deliberate breach of an essential 

element of the licence, granted or received, justifying tho cancellation of 

the contract by the injured party who,  in addition tc the right to cancel 

the oontract, would have   . valid claim for damages.      V/hero the injured party 

would be the licensee, the damages provoked by the cancellation of the con- 

tract may be particularly important as the licensee could claim compensation 

for all his uxpensos and investments involved in building up an industrial 

undertaking on the basis of the licensed technology.      The cancellation 

of tho contract on the basis of territorial violations may therefore prove 

in practice not to be an appropriate remedy for the exclusive licensee. 

Furthermore,  i+, may be difficult to assess the exact damages to be 

adjudicated in case of non-observance by one of the parties of tho territorial 

limits set forth in the contract if the contract does not contain a guiding 

lino to this effect.      Sincu the basic damages which would result from tho 

non-obsorvanco of contractual clauses related to territorial validity of the 

licer ce    consist in a diminution of profits of the injured party, tho most 

equitable solution may be to allocate to the injured party a compensation 

to bo paid by the guilty party in tho form of a given percentage of tho total 

amount of sales carried out by the latter contrary to the contractual 

assisgnmunt of licensed territories.      If such a solution is introduced into 

the contract, it may be considered that, provided the adopted percentage - 

corresponds to the normal profit obtained by the injured party on his own 

•ales, the damages suffered by the injured party are J\illy compensated.      It 

would thoreforc be advisable to state in the contract that, besides the adju- 

dication of a percentage on the total amount of unauthorized sales, no othor 

indomnity or penalty will bo due in case of non-observance of contractual 

clousos related to the territorial validity of tho licence and that the 

partios renounce in particular their right to oanoel the oontract in such a 
case. 
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Tf     9UMnBa   •   BE  oivm   «¡r   um   qa»!» 

£. t^r **" "eln ^ °f th° liCUM0° ln Mquirlng * *«- «""-»HT 
th. Wit. „f tho llc!mBor„ technlcal expcrtenc3 ^ ^P

Ilc<iMoo 

—  OSpOCt.   that   th^h „„,  of  th0   licon8od toohnology   he win   ta *~ 

*> ~*- producta of , ,o0d oommercioJ ^^ ^ a ^ 

ct^«800" SalUS Pr°0iWOtS-      In *•"" "" 0t " •*»-»« »«-.  the 

h   If I "" a,tMhüd t0 th° "^ •'  *° "«-» -» -«ivo. 

r^rT; Jb"analy8is of prcaont oontraot »-««" *• ~«»ii 
ran.for of techno!,*, show, that tho contractual ^arcmtooa „hich the 

li««. „oraally sots under lhü 00ntrMt ^ not ^ aumciant to eMra 

that ho »ill actually achlovo tho ro.ult. which ho had hoped to ohtai» i» 
conoluding a licoming agreement. 

Patontod ToohnfiTopir 
^mJmu 

25.      A. regards patentad toohnology, it should be .tressed in tho first 

Place that the protection which R patent offers to its holder against actione 
in infringement is not an absoluto one.      ^n in C0untrie8 ^ ft patent ^ 

registered after a preliminary examination,  the validity of a patent may 

be contested either as defence on an inf riment action entered by a patont 

holder or .as a course of action in infringen* directed against the holder. 

». holders of patents who are exposed to the da.g.r of losing their patent 

rights as the result of actions in infringement would hardly be propared to 

grant to their licensees a higher protection than that which thoy enjoy 

themselves.      That is why in numerous licensing contracts tho licensors 

expressly deoline any liability as to tho validity of patents for which they 

have granted a licence to the licensee.       In particular,  they refuso to 

ide«nify the licensee  for dragos ho may suffer if by reason of judicial 

nullification of a patent he is obliged to stop or essentially to modify 

his production.       It would be difficult  for licensors not  to -assist their 

licensees on actions in infringement directed against their licensees beoause 
of the use of a contested patent. 
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tla lieeaeors should bear all or part of the expenses involved la such « 

action a« well a* coita of damages whioh their licensees would have to pay 

to the successful claimant.      A clauso to this effect is often inoludod in 

liooniing contracts and the licensees have valid reasons to insist on the 

insertion of such a clause assigning to the licensor a maximum share of 

exponsos, costs and possible dcmagvB to be paid to a third party.      But 

•von so the licensees may ask themselves whether the inclusion of patents 

in a licensing contract, without a more oxtonded guarantee of the licensor, 

oonstitutos an actual addition to the technical value of the licence, 

Justifying a special remuneration or an increase in the global price of 

the contract.       The licensoos should bear this in mind when discussi«« the 
price of the lioence. 

Ifi 

26.     Ino licensee's pris» into rot t in contracting is t©olmi ©al valut of 

the lioenoo.      Thus he should obtain from the lioensor en adequate guarantee 

that tho technology dolivorod corresponds to the conditions of oontraot. 

Such guáranteos aro linked on tho one hand with timoly delivery of all 

docuaontation,  advices and technical assistance as stipulated in tho contract 

and, on the other hand, with the results of tho production to bo undortaken 

by tho licensee according to tho licensed tochnology.      Contracts usually 

specify on exact doadline for delivery so that licensors who failod to deliver 

on time the promised information or sorvices oro charged a contractual 

penalty oaloulated on either a dail-, weekly or a monthly beala.      As a 

reault of the inclusion of these time limits in a contract,  it is seldoa a 

problem to assess the guilt of tho licensor in not delivoriné» on time. 

Furthermore,  contractual penalty is normally duo without the licensee being 

obliged to provo that the delay by the licensor has caused him any damage. 

To avoid difficulties in the performance of the contract and also possible 

oonflicts of low,  it would be usoful  to define in the contract the exact 

conditions under which contractual pönaltios may be applied and to state 

the rates of penalties.      It is also usual to admit in liconsing contracts 

that if tho deity by the licensor exceeds p. certain time-limit,  tho licensee 

is entitled to cancel the contract.       However, it is debatable whether the 

licensee has in this caoe a right to claim further damages. 
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B» lio»«, moy of oour.0 be In a port «on to .how that, prior to the 

«»collation of the contract on the bort, of lato delivery, „e had „odo 

certain exponas and investments for the building of , plant designated to 
.» the licensed techno^.      He ,„ay =!„. 00 Ä t0 shou ttat thu llocn,op„ 
delay postponed the caution of licenses induiJtrial ^^ bcyond ^ 

time compensated by the contractual penalties,       u.hough toth pt;rUcB 

agree to the principle  of indemnification of th. license,, in case, of 

cancellation of the contract justified by the liconsor-s delayed delivery 

it i. in fact difficult   to assess  the actual damans suffered by the ' 

licensee.       « is  ;herofore suited tlut the contract contain a stipulation 

firing a lu.p-sum to be paid by the licensor,  in addition to the contractu»! 

penalty charges, as recognition of the licensee's right to indemnification. 
PTformance quaranta«, 

27.      The problem of fiur^to« to b. civen by the licensor for tho result, 

to be achieved by usin* the licensed technology lo a much more complicated 

on., particularly where tho licensing contract is not issued in connexion 

with other contracts for industrial co-oporation.      As long .as the licensor 

take, „o other comments the to deliver to the licensee technical information, 
dentation, description and design, he is in fact not in a position to 

«uaranteo that the parameters indicated by him in: the contract as capable of 

being obtained by utilization of tho licensed technology will actually be 

obtained in licenses plants, the operation of which - i„ the case of e 

lioon-ing contract not connected with other partial or global agreements on 

« -oro extensive industrial co-operation - tho licensor has no means to control. 
It is true that in practically all licensing agréments tho delivery of 

technical dentation and information is .„pplomented by various fon», of 

tochnical owirtojioo givo« by the licensor to the licensee auch as .ondin, 

licsn-or.. specialists for a specified timo to licensee's plants, exohon«ing 

data between the research and technical department, of the licensor and the 

lioon.ee, training of licensors personnel in Hour's plants.      All the.« 

procedure, of technical  .assistance are limited in timo and do not allow the 

licensor to exorcise a decisive and continuous influence on the manner in 

which the licensee's industrial undertakings  are operating.      The lioon.ow 

are therefore generally reluctant to extend thoir guarantee, and their 

liabilities beyond the limits of their possibilities of an effective control. 

ft      >í* i.**..     .^ ,_^i .-K i.,<:   *&    . -tóji¿_. 
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28.      This situation is reflected in various provisions of licencing 

contracts defining and limiting licensor's guarantees and liabilities M 

regards the performances to be obtained by using the licensed technology. 

Many licensing contracts contain a standard clause according to which the 

licensor guarantees   that if property used the technical  data supplied by hi« 

will permit the licensee     >  obtain performances stipulated in the contract. 

The limitation of licensor's  liabilities on the basis    of such a guarantee 

clause  is sufficiently vague  and general to give the licensor the possibility 

of invoking reasons to claim that  the promisod results have not been obtained 

by the licensee because the  technical data supplfcd have not been properly 

used in the licensee's plants.       The licensor may thus state and perhaps also 

show that the lioensee has not  followed the instructions given by the licensor 

that the productiveness of licensee's personnel is not up to normal 

productivity standards, that the raw materials used are not in conformity 

with the  contractual provisions  on this point,  that  the  general set-up of 

licensee's industrial  installations and premises is defective and so on. 

It may be possible to avoid the lack of clarity as regards the phrase 

"if properly used" by inserting in the  contract a list of cases in which tho 

licensor would be relieved from hi3 guarantee because of shortcomings in the 

operations of the iiconeoe's plant.      But this solution may prove to be even 

more unfavourable to the licensee because it may make it  easier for the 

licensor to get relief from his guarantee obligations in the cases expressly 

mentioned in the contract and it is very likely that tho licensor in choosing 

this solution would insist on inserting in the contract a most extensive list 

of all poss ble shortcomings which ..ay arise in licensee's undertakings. 

A performance guarantee given under such conditions is purely theoretical. 

It would therefore be in the interest of the certainty of the relations bet««« 

the parties to replace it by another formula which would not lend itself to 

disputes and litigations. 

29.      If the parties agree to limit the licensor's performance guarantees 

and liabilities which deri/e from those guarantees only to supplies and 

servi oes under the licensor's control,  they should draft their contracts 

accordingly without trying to hidethe actual solution behind the appearance 

of a more extended guarantee.       Such outright solutions have been adopted in 

guarantee clauses of a number of recent licensing contracts in which the 

licensor guarantees that ho will deliver to the licensee all the technical 

data which he, the licensor uses himself in his factory to achieve contractual 

performances and parameters. 
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The reality of this guarantee can be controlled by the licensee in two ways: 

firtt, prior to signing the licensing contract,  th, parties would examine 

together,  possibly in the presence of exports appointed by the liconsoe, 

the industrial procees of the  licensor with n view to determining the 

technical data involved in this process  r.nd to drawing up a list  of factors 

which would be annexed to tho  contract r^d would thus constitute  the criteria 

for licensor's obligations with rogai* to  performance guarantees  given by himj 

seoond,  if in using the licensed technology the  licensee has difficulties 

in obtaining the promised results,  h. would be  entitled to request  the 

rii¿rt to  inspect  the  licci::;,-,   rirr,  L,  „raer ^ verify whether  ilo 

licensor has lived up to his agreement and has in fact delivered the complete 

technology necessary to achieve the results stipulated in tho contract. 

The first way of proceeding may at first  sight  appear preferable;     it gives 

the licensee the possibility of acquainting himself in an amicable  r.tmosphere 

prior to the conclusion of the contract with the details of the industrial 

process which he intends to acquire.      Moreover,  if in the course of tho 

implementation of contract difficulties arise as to the completeness of the 

data supplied, the licensee can simply refer to the contractual list of 

promised data and assess whether the licensor has violated bis agreement, 

without waiting for an on-site inspection  as is the OMO in the second method. 

Applicable to both methods is the provision that the licensee be given, 

at the time of concluding the licensing contract,  authorization to visit the 

licensor', industrial premise, and to observo the licensor's method of 

implementing the same technology.      Thus,  the licensee may have tho benefit 

of the licensor's practical experience. 

In practice, howevor, the first way of proceeding explained above .say not always 

be possible as the licensor may not be willing to disclose to the liconsoe, 

before the conclusion of the contract, all  the details of his techniques and 

processes most of which may be covered by  industrial and commercial 

secrecy.       In order to ensure secrecy during the negotiation of the licensing 

contract the partios could conclude a typo  of preliminary agreement wheroby 

the potential licensee would agree not to  uso hinself nor to disclose to any 

one the confidential information obtained in the course of tho examination 

of licensor's industrial processes, if the  licensing contract io not con- 
eluded. 
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Proven violations of such agreements would result in the potential license« 

being forced, by terms contained in the preliminary agreement, to pay a 

penalty fee to the licensor.      Proof of such violations is not, however, 

easy to establish and aa a result liconsors generally prefer the second 

solution since it doua not involve the problem of protecting secrecy. 

•30.       In the relations between enterprises of industrialized countries, the 

practice is usually to limit  the licensor's contractual guarantees to tho supply 

of data, designs, processus,  instructions and know-how used by the licensor 

in his operations to achieve  the sanie results specified in the contract, 

thus  leaving to tho licensee  the risks of practical utilization of technology 

received.      However,  for an  enterprise of a developing country the risk to 

the licensee is believed to be too great.      A licensee from a developing 

country would need to gut from the licensor not only a guarantee as to a 

complete supply of technical  data necessary to achieve the onvisagod results 

but  also a true performance  guarantee for the actual  results of his production. 

Tho legal and sociological considerations stated above lead to tho conclusion 

that under present circumstances it would hardly be possible for a licensee 

from a developing country to receive from a licensor from an industriali zed 

country such an extended performance guarantee unless the licensor is asso- 

ciated in one or another way with the various activities of the licensee 

related to the industrial utilization of the licensed technology.      That 

does not necessarily mean that, according to a complete "turn-key" formula, 

tho  licensor should be entrusted with construction engineering,  supply of 

equipment and erection of licensee«^ plants in which Jhe licensed technology 

will bo used.      Bit the licensor should have a decisivu say on all these 

points as well as on the management of the plants if the licensee wants 

him to take over a legal responsibility for licensee«s production based on 

the imported technology.      It would therefore appear that for the time being 

separate liconsing contracts, not inserted in a widor contractual framework, 

hove little practical value in tho rolations between enterprises of developed 

end those of developing countries.      Tho situation may change with tho 

increasing industrialization of devoloping countries.      However, for the 

present it is suggestod that tho licensor and the liconsee conclude at the 

beginning of their co-operation an extensive notwork of agreements covering all 

elements of liconseo's production procoss, eaoh element being remunerated 

ri 
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either ieparatoly or on the basis of a global sum with the proviso th-t 

aftop expiry of a time-limit necessary to bring up the licensee's production 

to the desired level,  the licensing contract  renins ¿lone in conditions 

similar to those which presently govern the licensing operations between 

enterprises  of industrialized countries.      It may be possible to find in 

this way the best compromise solution which would equally take into account 

the various  interests, needs and possibilities of licensors from developed 
and licensees from developing countries. 

Indemnification 

31.      Whatever may be the extent of the guarantees given by the licensor for 

the intrinsic value of the licensed technology if the obligations of the 

licensor resulting from the guarantee ore not fulfilled, the licensor becomes 

liable for damages suffered by the licensee because of the non-fulfil«.nt 

by the licensor of his guarantee obligations.       In cases where licensor», 

guarantee is limited to the supply of all technics* data which he use. 

to obtain the results specified in the contract,  the incomplete delivery 

by the licensor of the licensed technology as fixed by the contract is 

treated in the first place os a delay in delivery of the missing part, 

thus giving the licensee the right to claim indemnity for damages caused 

by the incompleteness of the information supplied.      In effect,  the licen.ee 

may have to chongo his industrial set-up or a part of the original equipment 

or add new equipment to correct errors which may have appeared in his original 

installation and organization of production owing to the erroneous or in- 

complete technical documentation and information supplied by the licensor. 

The expenses  and defaults in licensee's production connected with such error. 

due to the non-fulfilment by the licensor of his obligations of guarantoe for 

delivery of complete technology should in principle be compensated to the 

licensee by the licensor.      If licensor's guarantee is extended so as to be 

a true performance guarantee,  the mere  fact of the non-obtainmont 

Of guaranteed parameters  and performances, which is not attributable to 

the licensee,   gives the  licensee the  right to  claim indemnity  either in th« 

form of a proportional reduction of the contractual price or in the for» of 

payment of all expenses necessary to bring the licencec's production to th« 
contractual standards. 
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32.      The indemnity payable to the licensee by the licensor as a result 

of non-fulfilment of contractu! agreements is usually limited tó a maximum 

amount fixed in the contract and calculated on the basis ofüie contractual 

price.       In meet cases,   the upper limit of indemnity is constituted by 

a given percentage of the  contractual price,  the sum of this price being 

the absolute maximum.       This solution has generally toon adopted by enter- 

prises of developed countries and is justified from the socio-economic 

point of view by the idea that industrial operations are concluded between 

two partners who are equally experts on the subject matter covered by the 

contract.       They have  to share the risk which is inherent  in all industrial 

operations  and to divide this risk the parties  take into account the 

respective profits they may obtain from the operation.      The profits of 

the licensor,  as those  of the supplier of engineering,  equipment and other 

industrial services,  derive from the contractual price.      The contractual 

price or a part of this price is therefore taken as the upper limit of 

licensor's share in the risk of the operation i.e.  the upper limit of 

indemnities the licensor may be obliged to pay for damages caused by him. 

33-      In the relations between licensors from industrialized and liconaeo» 

from developing countries the technical equality which is the underlying 

•ociological reason for the limitation of indemnities doe« not exist.       The 

licensees from developing countries can hardly assume the risk involved in 

the limitation of licensor's liabilities in so far as the amount of 

indemnities is concerned.      The difficulty for the licensee from a developing 

country to accept such a limitation is particularly evident in the case of 

separate licensing agreements since the licensor's remuneration would be 

rather insignificant in comparison with the amount of losses that the 

licensee may suffer in consequence of the non-fulfilment by the licensor 

of his obligations of guarantee for the industrial value of the licensed 

technology.      It is easy to understand that in negotiating licensing contracts 

the lioensees from developing countries strongly insist on the principle of 

full indemnification for all damages resulting from non-fulfilment by the 

licensor of his contractual obligations.      But if licensors accept auch a 

principle in their relations with licensees from developing countries,  they 

would oortainly include in their prices a security margin for the supplemental^ 

risk they would assume in this respect.      That would mean a general price 

increase of licences granted to enterprises of developing countries which 

J 
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would not noousearily correspond to an actual advantage for most licensees 

since the problem of indemnification beyond the  contractual  limits  baaed on 

the remuneration of the supplier only  arises in exceptional circumstances. 

Here again the most  appropriate  solution would probably  bo to connect the 

licensing contract with ot .er agreements related to the  construction raid the 

operation of license«,  industry,   thus  increasing the maximum amount  of 

indemnity   that would then  be   bos.d on the. ov.r-all  remuneration of the 

licensor.       It may also be considered to give th,   licensor an interest in the 

financial  results of licensee's  production in order to  induce him to assume 

a more important share of the risk of the enterprise 

34.      The limitation of the indemnity to b„ paid by the licensor in the 

case of non-fulfilment of his guarantee obligations as  regards the industrial 

value of the licensed technology has  an effect on the use by the licensee 

of his right  to cancel the  contract.       It is  agreed that  in the case of the 

non-fulfilment of such guarantee obligations  by the licensor the licensee 

has the right to cancel the contract  if the  licensor neither puts right in 

a reasonable time the technology supplied nor assists the licensee to remove 

the consequences of the licensor's default.       Dut  the licensee would certainly 

hesitate to take such a drastic rasure, being aware of the strongly reduced 

•amount of financial  compensation he would be  able  to recover from the licensor. 

The cancellation of the contract  would be of practical value  to t!.e  licensee 

only if the licensor's default in  reject of the  technology supplied is so 

heavy that  it  could be considered by judges or arbitrators as gross negli- 

gence or even wilful misconduct,  in which case all the contractual limitation, 

of the liabilities of the licensor become null and void. 

VI.    REMUNERATION 

35.     At pro.ant, priws for licenses are establi.hod in principle on tho 

basi, of the volume of production or of sales derived from the licenced 

tôchnolofflr.       If the price is expressed in the form of royalties, tho 

remuneration of tho licensor is directly assessed on the volume of production 

or of sales  since,  in  accordance  with tho provision,; on  royalties,  the lioomoe 

pcys to the licensor a fixed   r ,.t,     of the cost or of the  selling price of 

each unit produced or sold under the licensing agreement-. 
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If the transfer of technology is rewarded by a lump-sum ogrood between the 

partios to the licensing contract, the amount of the lump-sum is to a great 

oxtont  determined on the  basis  of an estimated volume of production or of 

soles which the parties deem likely to be obtained by the utilisation of 

the licensed technology.       In some  nasos the. remunere .ion of the licence 

comprises both a lump-sum and royalty payments.       In such cases the  lump-sum 

is designated mainly to compensate the cost  .and the value of the transferred 

technology,  whereas  the  royalties constitute a reward for the advantages 

given to the  licensee by the transfer of technology.       It seems obvious 

that if the  remuneration of the  licence combines  a lump-sum and royalty 

payments, the rate  of royalties  to be paid should be lower than in the case 

where the licence is remunerated by    royalties alono. 

Lump-sum and/or Royalty 

36.      Prom the point of view of the lioensou, royalty payments may appoar 

aa a more convenient mode of remuneration cf licensing contracts.       It mokes 

it possible to avoid the speculative element contained in the estimation of 

possible results of the  licensee  technology on which is based the fixing of 

n lump-sum to be paid for the transfer of technology.       especially for 

licenseos frcm developing countries  it would be dangerous to pay a lump-sum 

for a licence  .;ven if paid on the instalment basis, without being certain 

that the results obtained by using the licensed technology will actually 

correspond to the estimates on which the amount  of the lump-sum was  based. 

The combination of a lump-sum payment with subsequent royalty payment would 

oertainly be easier to accept,  provided that  the  lump-sum represents in 

this case exclusively the cost of the technical documentation supplied by 

the licensor and that,  -\s suggested above,  the rate of royalty payments is 

sufficiently reduced to take into account the prepayment of a lump-su« already 
made. 

37-      The application of the royalties system may, however, give rise to 

praotioal difficulties.      As this system is based on actual figuros of 

liconsoo's production or sales,  the licensor must be granted extensive 

oontrol possibilities ovor the figures indicated by the licensee.      That 

presupposes in the first place thatliconsoc's accountancy is organized and 
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kept in such a mannor that it i. possible to discover, itum by item, 

at any moment the correct figurée of hi a production and his sales.  ' 

Furthermore, the licensor must have free access to tho licensee's book. 

a. well as tho right  to verify tho« as often as he 30 desires,  if necessary 

by an expert designated by hinu       To have or. absolutely clear picture of 

the  situation,  tho licensor will  require in certain  cose, to supplément tho 

verification of licensee's  books  by inspections in licensee's plants.      Tho 

results of licensor's verifications and inspections  *ay differ in the  end 

from figures indicated by the licensee as to his volume of production «* 

of sales under the licensing contract.       If not amicably  settled, the 

disagreement between the parties OB to the actual fibres on which the 

royalties should be assied will  thon have to be submitted to an indépendant 

accountancy expert,     chosen  by common agreement between the parties,  or to 

arbitration.     Ml those practical difficulties « well as the risk of liti- 

gation should certainly be borne in mind by the parties when discussing tho 

modo of remuneration to be adopted in their licensing agreements. 

38.      Tho application of tho royalties system in the relations between 

licensor, from dovelopod and licensees fro» developing countries may 

encounter .till an additional problem      In ^u^ Q licünCü for ft ^^ 

of royalties the licensor expects  that the licensee will use it in .uch a 

way that it will give sufficient results  to produce important royalties. 

Included in some licensing contracts is r. clause according to which the 

liconaeo undertakes to carry on to the best of hi, ability production ba.od 

on tho licensod technology.       However, such a olauso would not be proci.o 

enough to serve tho intentions of the licensor .ince it would bo difficult 

for tho lutter to establish in concrete casus that the licensee ha. not used 

the licensed technology to the best of his ability.       This  »best efforts- 

clause is therefore often completed by fixing a minimum royalty which the 

licensee would have to pay even if his production or his sales do not roach 

tho lovel which would justify the payment  of royalties equivalent to or 

exceeding tho minimum royalty as   fixed  in the contract.      Tho system of 

a minimum royalty ia frequently applied in the  relations between enterprise, 
from developed countries.      For r,r.sons ^^ 3t^d ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

system of a lump-sum payment,   it would seem that the fixing of a minimum 

royalty may pTovu to be too burdensome for licences  from developing countries. 
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» 

If, in spit e of tho practical difficulties of control« and vuri fi cet i on» th_ 

royalty system is adopted in licensing contracts between licensors fro« 

developed and licensees from developing countries,  it would seem equitable 

to suggest  that  the contract do not include a minimum royalty. 

39«      In locking for r. favourable solution for licensees  from developing 

oountrios,  mention is mr.de again of the need to extend the over-all profit 

sars^Ln of the licensor by entrusting him uith other Buppliee or servicos. 

A solution of this typ«, is contained in  some recent licensing contracts 

concluded between Yugoslav enterprises  and foreign industrial firms.       In 

addition to granting the licence,  the foreign licensor provides the Yugoslav 

firm with machinery and equipment necessary for the production process basod 

on the licensed  technology,  the licence  itself being in this instance 

gratuitous.      The licensee may nevertheless feel that tho license is paid 

for by tho high prices quoted for theequipment,      He is, however, in a 

position to check the normal price of the equipment to bo supplied by the 

licensor by collecting offers for similar equipment from other suppliers 

and comparing the prices quoted in such offers with the prices glvon by the 

licensor.       If after enquiry the licensee finds that the prices given by the 

licensor .are similar to those which tho  licensee can obtain from othor 

suppliers or contain only a small additional profit margin which would have 

to be considered as a very reduced remuneration of the licence,  the licensee 

would certainly have interest to accept this formula preferably to tho 

classionl mode of remuneration of licences.       If the difference in tho price 

of the equipment  proposed by  the licensor,  as compared with the prices of 

other suppliers,  appears to be important, the licensee will have to ask him- 

self in each given case whether it would be more advantageous for him to 

acquire from the  licensor a gratuitous licence and the necessary équipaient 

at the higher price,  or to pay the liconr<rseparately for the licence  and 

purchase the equipment from the supplier who will grant him more attractive 

conditions of price and quality.      It would seem useful to explore further the 

possibility of applying moro generally the solution outlined in this paragraph 

to licensing contracts to bo concluded between iioonBors from developed 

and li cons e es from developing countries. 

•SÍÉ1ÍÉI 
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40.      Another way to possibly reduce the basic prie, of licence granted to 

licensees from developing countries would be to give to the licensor a 

financial interest in the results of licensee's production.       In ^neral  thl. 

idea rouid bo implemented in practice by various means:    the  starting rato 

of royalties  could be  fixed as  low  a* possible   although th,   licensor would 

in edition bo entitled   t    , percentage on the  liens.,., profit,  produce 

by the utilization of the licensed technology;     royalties could be  assessed 

not on the value  of production or sales but rather on  the profits  earned by 

the licensor  through the utilization of the licensor's   technology;     and 

finally the  licensor ma- be associated with the  marketing of licensee's 

product, the  share  of the licensor in the   end results   being determined so 

as to  represent the technical  value  of the  licence .and of licensor's contri- 

bution to the marketing operations.       These and  other similar methods should 

bo exzlorea.   by those involved uith licensing arrangements. 

41.       In order to  clarify the  restions between  the pities in respect of 

the remuneration of the  licence, it would be necessary  to detail in the 

contracts the supplies nnd services covered by the contractual price agreed 

upon by the parties to the licensing contract.       In some contracts  the price 

cover-  the licence  itself and all the complementary services  of technical 

assistance such as  technical advice,   Seconding of licensor's personnel to 

licunoee's factories, training of licensee's personnel   in licensor's plants. 

The practical  conditions  of such technical   assists,   its duration, the 

extent  to which it  will  be granted,   as well  as the distribution between the 

porti.« of expenses involved in tre,el and of the  respective personnel abroad 

should also be clearly indicated in the contract.      It   is obvious that whore 

the technical  assistance  services are  included in the global  price of the 

licence, this price will be higher than in the case of separate invoicinf of 

prices for different services.       The licensees may theroforo prefer to have 

ft breakdown of prices for various items covered by the  licence such as 

documentation,  know-how,   technical assistance in order to be oblo to better 

control  .and discuss  the prices  given by the  licensor.       It should bo stressed 

that technical  assistance  plays  r. particularly important  role  in the  frame- 

work of licensing contracts so  that a special piment for servies of technical 

assistance, in addition to the normal  price  of the  licence may be considered 

as justified.       This would entitle the licensee to put   a maximum insistence 

i 
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on %b» performance by thu licensor of hi« obligation« in this respect and 

©ron to roquent the contractual right to cancel the part of the contract 

related to technical assistance if the licensor docs not correctly fulfil 

his obligations,  tho cancelling being supplemented by a special contractual 

penalty to be paid by tho licensor. 

42. The price of the licence may also bo lnfluonocd by another element of 

licensing agreements, nam~ly the use of trademarks.      Thu licensor's 

authorization to permit use  of his well-knovm trademark in the licensee's 

salo of products manufactured under the licensed technology would greatly 

strengthen the licensee's marketing position.      In cases where the licensee 

is authorized to use the licensor's trademark without  any qualification or 

restriction,  it would be difficult to argue against the addition to the price 

for the licence of a special  fee for the use of trademarks.       In many casos, 

however, the licensor would hesitate to allow his trademark to be attached 

to a product,  the quality of which he is not in a position to control. 

If the co-operation between the licensor and the  licensee in licensee's 

production derived from the technology supplied by the licensor is sufficiently 

close and extended, the parties may create a common trademark distinct  from 

licensor's own trademarks for similar products.      In other cases tho liconsoe, 

in using licensee's trademarks, may mention, if ao agreed with tho licensor, 

that the products so marked have been manufactured according to technology 

supplied by tho licensor.      A special fee for the use of trademarks does not 

seem justified in the case of common trademarks or in that of the licensee's 

trademark ruferring to the technology of the licensor. 

Prioo Revisions 

43. Once the parties have established the price for the liconoe and, 

a« the oose may bo, for the connected services, thoy will still have to 

decide whether the agreed prices will remain unchanged during the lifetime 

of the licensing agreement or whether certain variations or adjustments of 

prices should be provided in the contract.      AS suggested in paragraph  12 

above,  it might be appropriate to base the remuneration of the licence on 

a degressive scale, taking into account general progress of industrial 

technology aes it would affect the probability of a progressive diminution of 
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the technical value of the technology originally communicated to the licensee. 

A« a counterpart or alternative solution to this  suggestion the licensor may 

request that a general price-revision clause bo inserted in the contract, 

•tipulating that  tho  prices as defined by the contract will  be sublet to 

revision proportional  to tuo variations of certain  factors which may decisively 

change the conditions  of implementation of the  licensing contract.      Among 

the factors should K.  included the general price  indices in the industrial 

branch to which the  licensing contract relates and the  currency variation« 

in which the contractual  payments have to be made. 

44.      A prioe-rcvision clause based on general industrial indices is vary 

frequent in contracts relatod to the supply of plant machinery and equipment. 

It  ia justified by the necessity to protect the supplier against a possible 

increase in the prices of mat uri al 3 and labour needed for production, and to 

protect the purchaser against an unjustified profit which the supplier would 

obtain in the case  of general decline  in industria.1  prices.       This consideration 

does not apply to licensing contracts since after the conclusion of the 

contract the licensor normally has no new expenses related to the licensed 

technology, with the  possible exception of the cost of labour needed in tho 

performance of his technical assistance obligations and the cost of improve- 

ments added to the original technology, the latter being done primarily in 

the interest of the licensor and giving only an indirect advantage to the 

licensee by way of the  contractual  clause relating to improvements.      It 

seems therefore that there is no valid reason for introducing into licensing 

oontracts the principia of revision of contractual prices in the caso of 

variations of general industrial indices, even though the parties may 

adopt the solution suggested above as to the fixing of the price of th* 

licence on the basis of a degressive scale. 

CMT«ncy olauses 

45»      The problem of possiblo variations of the value of the currsney in 

which the contractual paymonts have to be made is much more dolioate.      Tho 

definition of the contractual currency itself may already create serious 

difficulties to the parties.      The licensor will  certainly tend to obtain 

payment in his own currency or in some other hard currency. 
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Tho liconsoe fro« ft developing country will probably hnvo «onto difficulty to 

respond favourably to such a request, unless the creation and the development 

of his industry is  financed by an international  or a foreign, public or 

privato,  financial   institution.       Otherwise   the   licensee will be obliged to 

request authorization from his Gov, rnnent  to  conclude the licensing agreement 

in a foreign currency  and to ,i:Jc, the necessary  transfers;    however,   in many 

cases such authorization is refused.      On    poo3ible solution may be  to have 

the licensor and the  licensee  agree to the  association of the  licensor with 

the marketing of licensee's products, the  results of suoh an association 

being used to .assure   the payment, of the licence  in whole or in part.       As 

previously suggested,   th.- parties may make  arrangements to sell  in common 

on third markets the  product« manufactured by the licensee according to the 

technology supplied by the  licensor.      The share  attributed to the  licensor 

in the proceeds of such sales would then be  ascribed  to the payment  of the 

licence.      Another possible solution may be  to  repay the price of the  licence 

by the delivery to the  licensor of certain products of the license,  and at 

prices  fixed in the  contract,  subject,  of course,  to quality conditions. 

In both these proposed solutions,  it would seer,   that  the problem of currency 

is not serious.       In the case of common s al. a  e:i third markets,  the  share 

attributed to the licensor constitutes his reward for granting the  licence and, 

according to the nature of the operation,   th., licensor would have  to assume 

his share of inherent  risks.      As regards reimbursement of  the price of the 

licence by products  delivered by the licensee,   the prices of the licence and 

of the products to b,   delivered would be  fixed in the same currency so that 

the variations of this  currency would not  change the original relationship 

between the price of the licence and the price of the products to be delivered 

by the licensee.      Thus,  the variations of the  contractual currency appear 

to be of importance only if the payment of the  licence is to be made in 

money and then only if the  contractual currency is that of the country of the 

licensee.      In cases where payments should be made in the currency of the 

country of the licensor or in another currency requested by him,  the licensor 

should bear all the consequences of his currency requests including the 

devaluation of the contractual currency.      As regards the currency of the 

country of the licensee,  if the licensor accepts to be paid in this currency, 

he may and probably will request an appropriate exchange guarantee.      However, 

•although the licensee is willing to take on himself the corresponding risk, 
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1» may be prevented from doing »o by the monetary regulations of hi» 

country which may prohibit the insortion of gold or similar clause» in con- 

tracts concluded by nationals of the country concerned, even on matter» linked 
with international trade. 

VIT.   I:ì?ROV.I;^TS 

46.        The clause on improvement a is among the most important provisions 

of the contrat.      If drawn up in an appropriato manner, it may give to tho 

licen»ao« from developing countries access to more modern technique»;    it 

may also lead to technical  co-operation between enterprises of developed and 

those of developing countries.       In present contract  prácticos for trade of 

licences,  the  improvements cl-use  is of Un determined mainly by the idea that 

the licensor,   in his quality  as  author of the basic technology,  has a right 

to all improvements made by the license..      On the other hand,  should the 

licensor be obliged to communicate to the licensee improvements to the original 

technology mode subsequent to their agreement,  he may do eo under certain 

conditions and against payment of a* additional price.      This general idea 

i» particularly stressed in provisions related to patenting of improvomont. 

and to improvements radically altering the original technology. 

47.        The general principle embodied in all contractual clauses on improvements 

i» that tho parties have to communicate reciprocally mi improvement, of tho 

licen»od tochnology that they were able to achieve themselves.      This principle 

i. sometimes extended to improvement» obtained from third parties provided 

that such improvements are communicated with tho consent of the third party. 

Thus,  in acquiring a licence from a third party for techniques that may be 

considered as  an improvement  to the original technology canted or acquired 

under a licensing contract,  both the licensor .and the licensee should make all 

possible efforts to obtain from the third party the authorization to communicate 

the improve«, rrts  to their licensor or licensees,  as  tho  caso may be. 

Regardless of whether the improvement has been achieved by tho licensor or by 

tho licensee,   after communication of the improvement  the  licensor has the 

option to patent  the improvement  himself or to leave to the licensee the right 

to patent it.      Normally, if «u, licensor docs not think it useful or necessary 

to patent an improvement, the licensee ic ^iven contractually ,nly the right to 
patent th« improvements made by him. 
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It appears that the respective situations of the licensor and of the liconsee 

aro undoubtedly out of taloneo: the licensor has the possibility of getting 

the botter peart of both improvements rande by himself and those made by his 

liconsee; the licensee has the right only to patent all or part of his own 

improvements wtu * the licensor does not think worth-while to be patented. 

It may be said that the problem is not as important as it luay appear cince it 

is customary between the licensor and thelic..ns..e to ¿rant reciprocally, on the 

basis of improvements to the original technology, a gratuitous licence on 

patents taken out by either party in the course of implementing the licensing 

contract.  In fact the ownership of a patent may mean for the licensees, 

especially those from developing countries who lack a quantity of patentB, 

a strengthening of their bargaining positions in the world market.  It may 

also encourage thorn to develop their indigenous research activities.  It is 

therefore suggested that another solution for patenting improvements be intro- 

duced into licensing contracts between enterprises of developed .and those of 

developing countries.  According to a formula already adopted in some 

licensing contracts concluded between enterprises of industrialized countries, 

the licensor is entitled to patent improvements made by him while the licensee 

is entitled to those of which he is the author.  Should the party entitled 

to tho first right of patenting improvements not make use of it, the right 

is then transferred to the second party.  The principle of a gratuitous 

licence to be given to the partner on a patent taken out under the above 

mentioned conditions would remain in the solution suggested in this paragraph. 

48.   Important for licensees from developing countries is the clarification 

of the boundary line which separates the improvements of the licensed technology 

from the absolutely new techniques related to the production covered by the 

licensing contract.  As already stated, the licensees from developing countrios 

may be inclined to start their production with classical techniques and to 

•odernize it as they grow in technical skill.  For this purpose they need 

continuous assistance from the licensor as well as communication not only of 

routine improvements but also of all technical innovations which may have 

developed in the field of the industrial processes concerned.  While the 

licensors may, according to customary practice, agree to communicate 

gratuitously to the licensees tho improvements which are closely related to 

the original technology, they would probably not be prepared to disclose 

^tEjEE 
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absolutely now techniques without an additional remuneration or even a new 

licensing ccntract.  The dividing line between the two typos of "improvements" 

is very difficult to draw and will have to bo thoroughly discussed by all 

parties as will the amount of tho additional remuneration which the licensor 

may claim.  Since such discussions would probably raise difficult legal and 

technical quostions, it would probably be beneficial to th„ licensees to 

roquost the assistance of an independent export, possibly supplied by one 

of the United Nations agencies working in the field of technical assistance. 

To róstate a suggestion already made in this study, a closer association of 

the licensor with the results of the licensee's production, .-specially in the 

form of marketing arrangements on third markets, may induce the licensor to let 

the licensee gratuitously benefit from all improvement a, including revolutionary 

innovations, to the licensed techniques in order to enable the licensee to 

produco a maximum profit in which the licensor would have a share.  This may 

be the most advantageous solution equally from the point of view of tho 

licensee. 
VIII.     SECiiECY 

49. It has been stated in respect of negotiations preliminary to the con- 

clusion of licensing contracts that the secrecy of the technology communicated 

by "tho licensor is an important element of the operation (see   paragraph 29). 

Whon the contract is concluded this element of secrecy remains.      Under the 

terms of practically all licensing contracts tho licensee is bound not to 

communicate to anybody,  without the authorisation of the licensor,  information 

recoived within the framework of the contract.      Violation of this obligation 

to secrecy gives the licensor the right to claim from the licensee an indemnity 

or •> contractual penalty since the licensor's actum damages may in this orso 

be difficult to assess.      In other contracts the licensors reserve the right 

to cancel the contract if the licensee does not observe his obligations as 

to the socrocy of the procoss disclosed to him under the licensing contract. 

50. If, however, the secrecy is considered to be such an essential element 

of the oontract that its violation by tho licensee justifies the cancellation 

of the contract by the licensor, the licensee should be given as a counterpart 

the right to canoslthe  contract and to stop his payments or at least to reduce 

the price of the contract,  in the case where the licensed technology becomes 

pubiicolly known and ceases to have a character of secrecy. 
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In via* of the difficulties which tho liocnsor may have in proving that tho 

licensee tes violated his obligations and which tho licensee may have in 

establishing thr.t tho licensed technology has  lost  its character of sccrocy 

and has bocono commonly known, it could be sugg-sted that both parties do 

not put too much emphasis  on th, chrraeter of secrecy of a licensed technology. 

The cancellation of th.,  correct io Lvn.r illy  a disproportionate measure 

in comparison with the  actual consequences of  a possible violation of secrecy 

obligations in a licensing contract,      To enforce this principle it may bo 

•ufficient to stipulate in  th. contract  that,   in the case where  it is established 

with certainty that tho license has communicated to unauthorized third persons 

the confidential information given him by the licensor, the licensee will be 

liable to  a contractual  penalty.       's  .an alternative to this solution which 

confirms and assures  the practical enforcement  of the principle  of secrecy of 

the licensed technology,  the licensee should be given the right  to claim a 

reduction of the contractual price for a licence that became commonly known and 

has therefor« lost one of its original elements considered important by the 

licensee. 

IX.     aOTTLEMEIvT    OF    DISPUTES 

51.        Tho forogoing analysis of substantive  clauses of licensing oontraots 

ho« shown that many of the disputes that may arise between licensors and 

licensees concern specific questions,  such as the verification of licensoe»s 

accountancy,  the technical value of the  licensed technology,  the quality 

of licensee's products which may be used as  total or partial payment  of thu 

licence,  the definition of new techniques as  opposed to improvements.       If 

submitted to classical procedur s of arbitration,  disputes of this kind would 

require the intervention of specialized experts.      To speed up the procedures 

and to avoid unnecessary delays and duplication of subsequent decisions,  it 

may be thought preferable to exclude from the general juridiction clause disputo« 

concerned mainly with purely technical problems and to entrust thoir solution 

to impartial  experts,   chosen by common agre  ment between the parties.      If, 

however, the parties do not agree on the designation of on expert or on a 

chairman for a tripartite expert committee,  the parties may decide that such 

an expert or ohairman be designated by a recognized international, public 

or private, organization having special knowledge of problems on which axpertise 

is required. 
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The ohoioci of importici and competent experts may in practice provo to bo 

difficult.  But if the parties to a licensing contract succeed in reaching 

agreement on thu désignation of an export acceptable to both, the technical 

difficulties that may arise in the course of the performance of their contract 

would be settled in a more rapid and suitable manner, provided thw decisions 

of the oxperts, like those of arbitrators, arc considered as final and binding. 

52.   Por tho settlement of other than purely technical disputes (which in 

practico may provo to be of lesser importance) the parties have tho choice 

between judicial and arbitral tribunals.  In the field of international trade, 

preference is normally given to arbitration procedures, especially since the 

recourse to arbitration under the auspices of an international arbitral 

institution avoids the difficult problem of conflict of jurisdictions between 

the national tribunals of the two partios concerned.  It is true that the 

partios may h*re some difficulties in agreeing on tho arbitration procedures, 

and in particular on the procedures for designation of the arbitrators and 

of the umpires, v/hich they will have to adopt in the contract for the settle- 

ment of thoir disputes.  They may be able to solve this problem by roferring 

their disputos to one of the arbitral institutions active in the field of inter- 

national trade which will offer to both parties sufficient guarantoes of 

efficiency, experience and impartiality. 

X. APPLICASUS LAW 

53»   A« in the case of all international contracts, the problem of whftt 

legislation should be applicable to the particular situation is heatedly discussed 

\çf  tho parties in the course of the negotiation of a licensing contract, eaoh 

party strongly insisting on the application of its national law.  The importance 

that the parties attribute to this problem may, however, be considered as 

greatly exaggerated.   If the contract is complete enough to cover the wholo 

set of contractual relations between the parties, there will be practically no 

need for a recourse to a given national law in so far as private lav; relations 

between the parties are concerned.  Under the influence of classical legal 

theories the parties and their lawyers nevertheless feel it indispensable to 

submit their contract to a givon national law. 
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In «ich cases it may bo suggested that, since the licensing contract produco« 

it« wain effects in the country of the license«-, the law of this country be 

conaidcred as the "proper law" of the contract end that the application, the 

construction and. if necessary, tho filling of the grips of the licensing 

contract bo subject to the law of the country of the licensee. 

54.   This solution would be valid only for private law relations between 

the licensor and the licensee.  In so far -AE thore exist imperative public- 

lew regulations in tiu, cuuntrio!3 of the parties concerned, .ach prrty will novo 

to comply with such regulations in force in hie country.  It has already been 

«hown that such is the caso in respect of régulations concerning restrictive 

business practices, transfer of currency, exchange guarantees and, in a more 

general way, authorization to conclude licensing contracts which tho licensees 

raid sometimes both the iicenaaeo and th^ licensors have to obtain from their 

national authorities.  The progreso of industrialization of developing countrio« 

would require that such authorizations be granted very liberally; but that 

is a problem for Governments, the enterprises concerned being able only to 

présent their ca3o in the best possible way.  It is also up to the Governcmunt« 

to solve the difficulties which may arise from conflicting fiscal requirement« 

of the country of the licensor and of that of the licensee.  In international 

relations the remuneration of the licence is not materially attached to a 

given country.  Remuneration is therefor^ often taxed twice: in the country 

of the licensor as a profit accrued to a national of this country as consoquonoe 

of an export operation, and in the country of tho licensee as reward for 

services rendered in this country.  To avoid such double taxation, fiscal 

conventions concluded between a number of developed countries grant the ex- 

clusive taxation power to the country of the beneficiary of the rémunération 

of licences i.e. to the country of the licensor.  In most developing countrio«, 

how«ver, the licensor is taxed in spite of the fact that he is also taxed in hi« 

own country.  This situation loads to an increase in the price of the liounces 

granted to enterprises from developing countries because the licensor« oithor 

include the additional taxation into their price or contractually put on tho 

licensee the burden of the taxes to be paid in the country of tho licensee, 

in oourtries whore such a shifting of taxation is not prohibited by law. 

jt^i^-^A. 
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55»   The excessive taxation that has a clearly negative effect on the 

cort of licences granted to enterprises of developing countries might be 

diminished if the parties choose to adopt, for the transfer of technology 

to developing countries, not the classical form of a separate licensing 

contract but one of the formulas which have been envisaged above and may 

include: a gratuitous licence connected with the supply of equipment, in which 

case the licensor will normally not be taxed in the developing country; or a 

joint venture of the licensor and the licensee for marketing and even possibly 

for manufacturing the products of the licensee, which would eliminate the tax- 

ation of the licensor in his own country.  In order to permit the parties to 

freely choose the legal form which would best suit their contractual relation« 

without them being obliged to take essentially, if not exclusively, into account 

the fiscal considerations, it would certainly be a more satisfactory solution to 

introduce double taxation conventions in the relations between developed and 

developing countries.  It would, however, be difficult to base the double 

taxation conventions between developed and developing countries on the principle 

of exclusive taxation of the remuneration for licences only in the country of the 

receiver of the remunerati or..  Vh.it v.'ould diminish the fiscal resources of 

countries './here euch resources are the most needed. It may perhaps be suggested 

thai, in the relations between developed and developing countries, bhe remuner- 

ation of licences bu txeed only in he country of the licensee.  Even if such a 

solution is considered not in conformity with principles of modern taxation law, 

the exception to be made in this respect in favour of developing countries would 

certainly facilitate the conclusion of licensing contracts between enterprises of 

developed and those of developing countries and, in thin way, forcefully contribute 

to the transfer of technology to developing countries and to the progress of 

their industrialization. 
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